
GX200L Ultra Lightweight PPV

 ✧ Equipped with PowerStream®       
 Air Straighteners

16”/40cm Ultra Lightweight Blower 
with PowerStream® Technology
RAMFAN has been the champion of lightweight PPV blowers 
since the GX200 hit the firefighting scene. Now our lightweight 
champ just got lighter with the GX200L. Designed to be easily 
set up for PPV in residential situations or carried into buildings 
and up stairwells in commercial applications. Fixed 15° tilt based 
on preferred setback distance and aim position for typical PPV 
use. Adjust aim by simply moving the fan closer/further from 
structure entrance.

NO COMPROMISE Design and Performance
 ■ Equipped with PowerStream® Air Straighteners that   

 tighten the airflow to keep it focused over longer distances  
 without losing significant power; permitting unrestricted  
 setback from the access point, flexible positioning and   
 reduced interference with communication.

 ■ Ultra Lightweight - Only 36lbs! Can easily be carried with  
 one hand

 ■ Simple. Fixed 15° tilt to quickly position fan and establish  
 flow path. 

 ■ 7-Blade  Polymer TurboForce™ Impeller for  increased   
 shatter resistance and enhanced PPV performance

 ■ Highest Airflow to Horsepower Ratio (12,800cfm / 2.1Hp)   
 on the market

 ■ Honda GXH50 engine produces 56% Less CO than   
 comparable 5Hp engines

 ■ Wrap around carry bar to easily grip and carry the unit with  
 one hand on the front or a hand on each side

 ■ Ultra Compact and light, for easy storage in typical engine  
 compartments while reducing total axle load

 ■ Vibration isolating feet for stability on hard or slippery   
 surfaces

The NO COMPROMISE Leader
RAMFAN is the brand leader in quality portable ventilation as a 
result of Euramco Safety’s “No Compromise” approach to user 
safety, product design and performance. RAMFAN fans are built 
using premium components and tested to meet high standards 
in performance and safety.

®

Visit our website for warranty details



SPECIFICATIONS:

PERFORMANCE:

ACCESSORIES:

                                                   

 
 

                

BigBore Exhaust Converter Adapter
Muffler Fitting
Order # GF7110-KZ

Hour Meter
GX Series
Order # GX1515
Keep track of regularly scheduled 
maintenance

Exhaust Diverter Hose 
2” x 12’ (5 cm x 3.6 m) 
Order # GF7115
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Spring Valley, CA 91978
www.euramcosafey.com
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MODEL GX200L

Part # GG5500

Weight 36 lbs (16 kg)

Dimensions (h/w/d) 21.5x18.5x20 in (55x47x52 cm)

Noise
86dB @ 10 ft (3 m)
91dB @ 3 ft (1 m)

Impeller 7-blade

Engine Honda GXH50 2.1 Hp (1.6 kW)

Run time 1hr 40 min

Approvals   

AIRFLOW

OPENING SIZE

Single Door 12,800 cfm (21,794 m3/hr)


